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Abstract

This report investigates the use of a pulsed magnet for injection into the MAX

IV 1.5 GeV storage ring. Such an injection would not require a local injection bump

(likely spanned across several achromats) and thus avoid alignment and synchro-

nization issues associated with the four kickers and four pulsers of a conventional

injection scheme. The conclusion is that a pulsed sextupole (half-sine pulse with

base τ = 0.64 µs) with an integrated strength of (b3L) ≈ 47 m−2 installed at begin-

ning of the third straight is sufficient for injecting into the MAX IV 1.5 GeV storage

ring. For two-turn injection (half-sine pulse with base τ = 1.3 µs) the strength

requirement can be reduced to (b3L) ≈ 32 m−2. Such an injection should be trans-

parent to the beamlines. Hence frequent low-charge top-up shots become possible

allowing for almost perfectly constant stored current in the machine.

1This most current version of this document can be found at http://www.maxlab.lu.se/node/999
2http://prst-ab.aps.org/abstract/PRSTAB/v15/i5/e050705
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1 Preface

This note closely follows the studies for pulsed sextupole magnet injection in the

MAX IV 3 GeV storage ring [1]. The theoretical background can be found there

as well as in the papers on the original proof-of-principle experiments performed at

KEK [2, 3]. This note will dive directly into the application at the MAX IV 1.5 GeV

storage ring.

2 Approximate Solution

For the MAX IV 1.5 GeV storage ring we define the injection point as the end of

the septum magnet in the injection straight (which we refer to as the first straight).

This is located 1252 mm downstream of the center the injection straight or 523 mm

upstream of the center of the first BPM in the first achromat3. At this location βinj =

5.939 m and αinj = −0.221. If the septum blade occupies the space from −15.5 mm

to −18 mm (cf. Fig. 1), the injected beam can be placed at xinj = −19 mm. We

arrive at an injection invariant of A2
inj = 63.76 mm mrad.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the conventional injection scheme for the MAX IV 1.5 GeV storage

ring according to [4].

If we take into account that in a “conventional” injection scheme with a four-

kicker bump, the separation of the bumped stored beam and the injected bunch

would be roughly 7 mm, we arrive at a reduced invariant of A2
red = 8.65 mm mrad

which is well below the admittance defined by the septum atA2
septum = 42.43 mm mrad.

It is also within the required dynamic storage ring acceptance of 17.7 mm mrad (Ta-

ble 3.1 in DDR Section 3.2.1). Therefore this can be set as a target value for the

reduced invariant in the pulsed sextupole injection scheme.
3Distances according to the m5-20110201 lattice branch.
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Figure 2: Kicks required from the pulsed magnet in order to achieve a certain reduced

invariant. Different locations in the lattice for the pulsed magnet are displayed along with

their phase advance with respect to the symmetry point.

From these considerations we derive ideal locations for the pulsed sextupole mag-

net (PSM). The phase advance with respect to the symmetry point in the injection

straight is 1.194 rad or 1.948 rad which corresponds to 0.19 and 0.31 in horizontal

tunes. Unfortunately these locations are not available as they lie within the first

dipole. We are forced to search for “harmonics” of these phases further downstream.

The beginning of the third straight, that is, a location 573 mm downstream of the

center of the last BPM in the second achromat (or 1202 mm upstream of the center

of the third straight) comes fairly close. Here the horizontal tune is 1.835 which

transforms to a minimum achievable reduced invariant of A2
red = 8.80 mm mrad.

This is not as low as the target value we would have achieved using the ideal phases,

but it lies well within the required dynamic acceptance of the storage ring and is

hence suitable. Figure 2 shows an analytic evaluation of possible locations for the

pulsed magnet (nonlinearities have been neglected).
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From Fig. 2 it appears that the beginning of the third straight is indeed a suitable

candidate allowing us to reduce the reduced invariant to the level of the required

dynamic acceptance of the storage ring. According to the linear approximation

shown here, there are however other candidates that appear to allow even lower

reduced invariants without requiring a larger kick: beginning and center of the

fourth straight as well as beginning of the fifth straight.
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Figure 3: Field strength required from the PSM in order to achieve a certain reduced invari-

ant. Different locations in the lattice for the PSM are displayed. A sextupole strength of

(b3L) ≈ 21 m−2 corresponds to the strongest sextupoles used in the storage ring lattice.

It is important to note here however, that because kick strength depends on

the orbit of the injected bunch in the pulsed magnet xinj, the resulting required

magnet strength depends on the location of the magnet within the lattice. This is

displayed in Fig. 3 where one can see that various apparent candidates from Fig. 2

now have to be abandoned because of their required sextupole strengths. In short:

although their required kick was not very large and their reduced invariant was low,

the injected particle’s amplitude at the these locations is so low that the required

sextupole magnet would become far too strong.
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On the other hand, Fig. 3 does confirm that the beginning of the third straight

appears as a suitable location. At this location a reduced invariant below the re-

quired storage ring acceptance can be achieved with an integrated sextupole strength

of (b3L) ≈ 25 m−2.

It is important to point out here that the underlying assumption for the above

conditions derived from the invariants is that betatron motion is linear. Nonlin-

earities distort the phase space ellipses and perturb these “invariants”. For the

large amplitudes of the injected bunch, the strong sextupoles in the lattice give

rise to considerable nonlinearities which perturb this linear approximation consid-

erably. Therefore, the actual solution should be derived from tracking. This shall

be presented in the next section.
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3 Detailed Solution Derived from Tracking

The PSM is installed at the beginning of the third straight (where the injection

straight is considered the first straight). The position of the PSM in the third

straight is exactly 573 mm downstream of the center of the last BPM in the second

achromat (or 1202 mm upstream of the center of the third straight)4. At this position

the storage ring optics in the horizontal is determined by βx,pm = 5.917 m and

αx,pm = 0.212. The injected bunch is injected into the storage ring at the injection

point with (xinj, x
′
inj, yinj, y

′
inj) = (−19.0 mm, 0, 0, 0) where it oscillates around the

design orbit with large amplitudes, but can still be contained within the admittance

of the first achromats. At the location of the PSM it reaches (xpm, x
′
pm, ypm, y

′
pm)

and receives a kick θpm = (b3L)x2
pm. Thus, with (xpm, x

′
pm + θpm, ypm, y

′
pm) it

continues to oscillate through the rest of the ring.
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Figure 4: Orbit of the injected bunch starting at the injection point and on through the first

three achromats.

4Distances according to the m5-20110201 lattice branch.
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Figure 4 shows the orbit of the injected bunch from the injection point through

the first three achromats. From tracking we gather that xpm = −7.216 mm and

x′pm = −2.211 mrad. Tracking also reveals that the minimum reduced invariant is

achieved for a kick to +0.25 mrad rather than zero divergence. Hence a kick strength

of (b3L) = (x′pm − 0.25 mrad)/x2
pm = −47.26 m−2 is determined. This knocks the

injected bunch down to a reduced invariant A2
red = 8.80 mm mrad. The injected

bunch then continues betatron oscillations around the ideal orbit with a reduced

amplitude and eventually damps down to the stored beam within a few damping

times (τx ≈ 6 ms). Figure 5 shows the orbit of the injected bunch from the injection

point and through the PSM using the above mentioned parameters.
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Figure 5: Orbit of the injected bunch starting at the injection point further on through the

PSM up to the 7th straight. The dashed line indicates the orbit of the injected bunch if the

PSM is turned off.

Tracking confirms that this reduced invariant easily fits the acceptance of the

storage ring. Fig. 6 shows tracking results for the injection process, capture, and

the first 100 turns in the storage ring.
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Figure 6: Injection with the PSM into the storage ring. Tracking data is shown from

capture at the PSM (blue ×) and for the first 100 turns in the storage ring (red +). The

outer “ellipse” (blue +) is distorted due to the nonlinearities of betatron motion at large

amplitudes. The inner ellipse corresponds to more linear motion at the reduced invariant

A2
red ≈ 8.80 mm mrad.

Of course not all injected particles have the ideal coordinates used above. The

injected bunch is expected to have a normalized emittance of εn = 1.5 mm mrad

which corresponds to a transverse emittance of εx,y = 0.51 nm rad at 1.5 GeV.

This is very small compared to the stored beam’s emittance of roughly 6 nm rad.

With such a small emittance and the large acceptance of the storage ring, we do

not have to perfectly match the transfer line optics at the injection point to the

ring optics. In fact, we can tolerate a rather large mismatch. We chose to keep

the transfer line simple: it merely mirrors the linac optics at the extraction point

to the storage ring injection point. For the linac, a convenient optics gives an

extraction optics with β∗x = 20.408 m, α∗x = −0.132 [5]. The injection optics are

thus assumed identical with a sign change of αx of course. With this transfer line
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optics we arrive at the following rms beam size and divergence for the injected beam:

σ∗x =
√
εxβ∗x = 102.12µm, σ∗x′ =

√
εxγ∗x = 5.047µrad. In addition, an energy spread

of σδ = 0.1% for the injected bunch has to be expected.
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Figure 7: Injection with the PSM into the storage ring. Tracking data is shown at the

injection point for injection and the first five turns in the storage ring. The blue dots are

DIMAD tracking results for 1000 injected particles with εn = 1.5 mm mrad, σδ = 0.1%, and

a cut-off at 3σ.

Tracking has been performed for 1000 seeds using a 3σ cut-off for the injected

bunch. Tracking results for injection, capture with the PSM, and the first turns are

shown in Fig. 7. From the plot it can be seen that the finite emittance and energy

spread of the injected bunch lead to minute smearing out of the bunch during its

first turns in the machine. Clearly, the optics mismatch does not present a problem

at this low emittance and energy spread. Hence injection efficiency should be very

high. This motivates why a more elaborate matching of the injected beam to the

storage ring optics [6, 7, 8] should not be necessary in the MAX IV 1.5 GeV storage

ring.
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There is however one more issue connected to the energy (spread) of the injected

bunch. The injected bunch actually consists of three 3 GHz bunches in a bunch

train that is injected into a single 100 MHz bucket. Therefore, only one third of

the injected charge can arrive at the ideal phase with respect to the 100 MHz rf.

The other two thirds are offset by ±330 ps. In order to verify that injection with

this phase structure is still efficient, tracking is performed with bunches that have

been offset in energy by a certain amount. After a quarter synchrotron period

(roughly 100 turns), the ±330 ps phase error transforms into an energy offset of

roughly δ = ±0.55%. Tracking reveals that injection appears almost identical for

δ = ±0.55% as for the on-energy injected bunch. Therefore, phase shifts for two of

the three injected 3 GHz bunches should not endanger efficient capture.

Finally, one must investigate the influence of the PSM on the stored beam. The

stored beam itself has a finite emittance that leads to stored particles receiving

very minor kicks from the PSM even when the beam centroid has been perfectly

aligned to the PSM center. This leads to a perturbation while the PSM is on. The

sextupoles in the lattice are usually tuned in such a way to correct linear chromaticity

to ξx,y = +1.0 and while the PSM is on this correction is disturbed. This is not

expected to have a measurable effect on the electron beam in the IDs, but tracking

should be applied to verify. Tracking of stored beam particles before passage of the

PSM and after five turns is displayed in Fig. 8. Tracking confirms that the effect of

the PSM on the stored beam is negligible.

It is however crucial to align the PSM exactly to the stored beam in order to

avoid kicking the stored beam while pulsing the PSM. For this purpose the PSM

should be manufactured so that its position on the support can be aligned to a very

high degree. If the stored beam passes the PSM 50 µm off center in both planes, the

residual vertical kick to the stored beam is 0.24 µrad. The pointing stability across

a user straight is however held constant to < 0.7µrad by the fast orbit feedback.

This example illustrates why beam-based alignment of the PSM on a precision stage

is desirable in order to make PSM injection fully transparent to users.
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Figure 8: Effect of the PSM on the stored beam. The DIMAD tracking data shown here is

taken at the location of the PSM with a cut-off at 3σ. The blue + indicate stored beam

particles before passage of the PSM. The red × are tracking results for the same particles

after the fifth turn. These particles received a kick from the PSM when it was pulsed during

the first passage.

4 Implementation

The required ideal strength of the PSM is (b3L) = 47.26 m−2. If an effective length

of 40 cm is chosen for the PSM this gives 591 T/m2 of required sextupole gradient.

This is comparable to the strongest sextupole otherwise found in the lattice (the

SDo has 460 T/m). Compared to the PSM used at KEK [3] which has an integrated

sextupole gradient of 53.3 T/m, the PSM required for the MAX IV 1.5 GeV storage

ring seems very strong at 236 T/m. However, one must take into account that the

bore diameter used in the KEK PSM was 66 mm, while we can expect to use the

standard 45 mm magnet aperture of the MAX IV 1.5 GeV storage ring magnets.

But despite the reduced aperture in the MAX IV 1.5 GeV storage ring, the PSM
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still requires considerable strength: at the standard aperture the pole-tip field is

1.2 T. An alternative PSM injection scheme with reduced PSM strength would be

highly desirable.

The PSM is placed at the beginning of the third straight section (573 mm down-

stream of the center of the last BPM in the second achromat). Since the PSM can

be kept relatively short it can co-exist with a short ID or RF cavities in the same

straight. For the pulse duration (base length of the half-sine pulse), we require two

revolution periods for single-turn injection, corresponding to 0.64 µs. This is defi-

nitely a tougher requirement than the 2.4 µs pulse duration achieved with the pulser

used at KEK. The next section shall attempt to relax this requirement.

5 Two-Turn Injection Option

In principle the PSM pulser can be a made a bit slower so that the injected bunch

receives a kick during both the first and the second turn in the machine. For this

purpose we assume a half-sine pulse in the PSM synchronized to the injected bunch in

such a way that the pulse maximum coincides with the passage of the injected bunch

through the PSM. The injected bunch receives the first kick (b3L)1 = 47.27 m−2.

When the injected bunch passes the PSM during its second turn it receives the

second and final kick (b3L)2 = (b3L)1× sin(3π/4) = (b3L)1/
√

2 = 33.42 m−2. From

here on the PSM has no more effect on the stored or the injected beam.

From tracking (cf. Fig. 9), we gather that on the second turn the injected bunch

arrives at the entrance of the PSM with xpm = −1.319 mm and x′pm = 1.210 mrad

where it receives kick (b3L)2. This kick is now already in the wrong direction, but

because of the bunch’s small amplitude compared to the first turn, the effective

kick is much smaller than the
√

2 reduction from the phase. This is confirmed in

tracking: after the second kick the particle leaves the PSM with x′pm = 1.268 mrad;

it has received a net kick of only 58 µrad. When the particle returns to the PSM

on the third turn it will no longer receive kicks from the PSM. It has now reached

an “invariant” of 9.11 mm mrad. This is only 3.5% higher than what is achieved in

single-turn injection and it is still lower than the acceptance of the ring and hence

the injected bunch can be contained in the storage ring.

Since the nominal PSM strength is challenging, we can investigate how much

the requirement can be relaxed in two-turn injection. The maximum kick strength

which is applied during the first passage obviously has to kick the injected bunch to

within the ring acceptance. Further reduction of the reduced invariant can usually

be achieved on the second turn. In the situation of the MAX IV 1.5 GeV storage

ring, the kick only points in the right direction during the first turn. So the strategy
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Figure 9: Two-turn injection with the PSM into the storage ring. Tracking data is shown

for capture at the PSM (blue ×) and for the first 100 turns in the storage ring (red +). The

outer “ellipse” (blue +) is distorted due to the nonlinearities of betatron motion at large

amplitudes (strong sextupoles!). The red ellipse corresponds to more linear motion at the

reduced invariant A2
red ≈ 9.1 mm mrad. The second kick (from pink × to red ×) is so small,

it can hardly be recognized in the plot.

here will be to find the minimum kick that can still ensure the injected bunch ends up

within the ring acceptance after the second (outward) kick. The minimum strength

required for capture has been determined to be (b3L)1 = 32 m−2, corresponding to

a one-third reduction of the originally specified PSM strength. At the first passage,

the angle of the injected bunch is reduced from x′pm = −2.211 mrad to x′pm =

−0.545 mrad. On the second turn, the injected bunch arrives at the PSM with

coordinates xpm = −6.436 mm and x′pm = 1.062 mrad where it receives kick (b3L)2,

which now increases its angle to x′pm = 1.999. At this point the final reduced

invariant A2
red = 25.51 mm mrad is achieved which can just be accepted by the

storage ring. This two-turn injection scheme is displayed in Fig. 10.
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Figure 10: Two-turn injection with the PSM into the storage ring using a reduced PSM

strength of (b3L)1 = 32 m−2. Tracking data is shown for capture at the PSM (blue ×) and

for the first 100 turns in the storage ring (red +). The distortion of the “ellipses” is due

to the nonlinearities of betatron motion at large amplitudes (strong sextupoles!). The final

ellipse (red +) corresponds to the reduced invariant A2
red ≈ 26 mm mrad.

We note that tracking results indicate two-turn injection should work almost as

well as single-turn injection. The PSM strength requirement can be reduced by up to

one third. Most importantly, with two-turn injection the pulser requirements can be

relaxed: a half-sine with base length τ = 1.28 µs is sufficient. This can however not

be extended to three-turn injection or further. Because of the fractional horizontal

tune, kicks in the third turn and beyond will no longer reduce the invariant of the

injected bunch.
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6 Afterthoughts

Since two-turn injection has shown to relax the pulser and PSM strength require-

ments, one is tempted to try to further relax the sextupole gradient requirement.

We note that by choosing an initial injection amplitude of xinj = −19 mm we have

been a bit generous. The injection amplitude was derived from the position of

the septum which had been −15.5 mm < xsep < −18 mm. The horizontal accep-

tance limitation from the septum thus defined a momentum acceptance (MA) of

δacc ≈ min(ax)/max(ηx) ≈ xsep/max(ηx) = 4.7% (cf. DDR Section 3.3.4). Since

we however also know that the maximum RF acceptance will be limited by the

available transmitter power at roughly δrf = 4% (cf. DDR Section 3.6.2) we can

conclude that the septum could be moved closer to the stored beam without reduc-

ing the overall MA of the storage ring. As a consequence the injected beam could

be injected closer to the stored beam thus reducing the injection invariant.
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Figure 11: Schematic of an alternate PSM injection scheme for the MAX IV 1.5 GeV storage

ring.

For example, if the blade is positioned at −13.5 mm < x̃sep < −16 mm, the

beam can be injected at x̃inj = −17 mm (cf. Fig. 11). At this septum position the

lattice MA of the storage ring is limited at 4.1% which is still beyond the maximum

RF MA. The injection invariant however, is now A2
inj = 51.04 mm mrad compared

to the 63.75 mm mrad in the original case. In this situation, a minimum reduced

invariant of A2
red = 8.0 mm mrad can be achieved with PSM strength set to

(b3L) = 46.78 m−2 (kicking the injected bunch to x′ = +0.25 mrad after the PSM).

So the reduced invariant is now 9% lower, but using almost the exact same PSM

strength. Apart from a lower reduced invariant, a further advantage of this scheme

is lower amplitudes between the septum and the PSM (compare Fig. 5 with Fig. 12).
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A more relaxed setting is achieved if the PSM uses (b3L) = 36.2 m−2 which kicks

the injected bunch to x′ = −0.25 mrad after the PSM. The reduced invariant here

is A2
red = 9.45 mm mrad. Tracking (shown in Figs. 12 and 13) reveals efficient

injection in this scheme despite relaxed PSM strength.
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Figure 12: Injection at x̃inj = −17 mm using (b3L) = 36.2 m−2. Orbit of the injected

bunch starting at the injection point further on through the PSM up to the 7th straight.

The dashed line indicates the orbit of the injected bunch if the PSM is turned off.
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Figure 13: Injection at x̃inj = −17 mm using (b3L) = 36.2 m−2. Tracking data is shown

from capture at the PSM (blue ×) and for the first 100 turns in the storage ring (red +).

The outer “ellipse” (blue +) is distorted due to the nonlinearities of betatron motion at large

amplitudes. The inner ellipse corresponds to more linear motion at the reduced invariant

A2
red = 9.45 mm mrad.

In fact, for injection at x̃inj = −17 mm one can even contemplate running the

PSM at the reduced strength (b3L) = 32 m−2 derived for two-turn injection in the

previous section. In this scenario the injected bunch is kicked to x′ = −0.45 mrad

after the PSM, resulting in a reduced invariant of A2
red = 10.86 mm mrad which

is moderately increased (expect at maximum an extra 1.1 mm amplitude), but still

acceptable.

For the setting (b3L) = 36.2 m−2 tracking studies have also been performed to

asses capture efficiency. With the nominal linac emittance of εn = 1.5 mm mrad,

injection efficiency is expected to be very high (cf. Fig. 14). In fact, even if the linac

emittance is allowed to grow to εn = 10 mm mrad, efficient capture should still be

possible as seen in Fig. 15.
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Figure 14: Injection at x̃inj = −17 mm using (b3L) = 36.2 m−2. Tracking data is shown

at the injection point for injection and the first five turns in the storage ring. The blue dots

are DIMAD tracking results for 1000 injected particles with εn = 1.5 mm mrad, σδ = 0.1%,

and a cut-off at 3σ.

The conclusion here is that reducing the injection amplitude will reduce the resid-

ual amplitude of the injected bunch after injection and/or allow a reduction of the

required sextupole gradient. Moving the septum closer to the stored beam should

therefore be contemplated. Because large amplitudes are still encountered for the

injected bunches between the IP and the PSM, it is however not advisable to reduce

the horizontal aperture in all straights. The septum can remain the localized lim-

iting horizontal aperture. On the other hand, opening up the horizontal aperture

at the center of the DBA should be investigated as this has the potential to in-

crease lattice acceptance to the maximum available rf acceptance (and consequently

increase Touschek lifetime by more than 20%).
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Figure 15: Injection at x̃inj = −17 mm using (b3L) = 36.2 m−2. Tracking data is shown at

the injection point for injection and the first five turns in the storage ring. The blue dots are

DIMAD tracking results for 1000 injected particles with εn = 10 mm mrad, σδ = 0.1%, and

a cut-off at 3σ.
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